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Questbridge biographical essay example

Welcome to this website! The site is a collection of successful essays on QuestBridge's 500 word prompts, biographical essays and Common App essays. All essays were written by an incoming college freshman, most of whom were College Prep Scholars and/or National College Match finalists. Everything is arranged quickly and you will find the author's
catalogued essays. These essays belong to the authors, we trust you will not plagiarism them. UPDATE: Search for biographical essays and common app essays in the coming week! I thought I'd share a few scholarship essay sections that work. These students earned thousands in financial support, and I share these sample scholarships so you can learn
from what they did well. Do you want to save a lot of time during the process? Pro tip: Write a great college essay and reuse it when writing scholarship essays in the corresponding prompt. Why? Combining an essay prompt not only saves time, but actually leads to a better essay. Whether it's a scholarship essay about yourself, a creative writing scholarship,
or an essay on why you deserve a scholarship, the sample scholarship essays below can help you better understand what might follow a form of scholarship essays or tips for writing a scholarship essay. Kang Foundation scholarship ($1,000), Kingdom Dreamer Scholarship Fund scholarship through Sarang Church ($2,000) and Peter Kang's Lamber
Goodnow legal team national competition ($1,000). Fedora? Check. Apron? Check. Tires pumped? Check. Thirty five minutes of cycling every night to the café and back to work the six-hour shift was exhausting, but my family's encouragement and gratitude for the extra income paid off. A few years earlier, my nine-year-old family had been evicted from the
home where we had lived for the past ten years. Since we had nowhere else to go, we moved into the back room of our church for three months, where I shamefully tried to hide our toothbrushes and extra shoes from other members of the church. It was at that time that I committed mselves to providing financial support to my family in every way. My sacrifice
turned to a closer bond with my siblings and deeper conversations with my parents, helping me understand the true meaning of a cohesive family and the precious part I have in it. With the financial seriousness that my part-time job offered my mother, she was able to stay home to raise seven children, my older sister, who was disabled from learning
difficulties, could go to college, my little sister could go on a mission to Korea, and my twin siblings could compete in national math competitions. I've seen that even when I'm in high school, I have so much potential to influence my family and beyond - how one small act can go a long way. My efforts I also understood that poverty was only a social constraint. I
was low-income, not poor. I still was. Still. school, leads faith-based activities and takes an active role in community service. My low-income position wasn't an obstacle, it was a launching pad to motivate and sning out my success. Plus, to make more money as a young teenager, I started turning bikes for profit on craigslist. Small adjustments in the brake and
gears, as well as washing, can be the difference between $50 rubbish and a $200 thief. When I saw how one inch could confuse the lining of gears, it not only taught me the importance of detail, but also aroused my interest in fixing things. When I was 16, I went on to a bigger project: my car jewelry. I had bought my 2002 Elantra with my own savings, but it
was far from the best. With the mechanic's guidance, I began to learn the components of the motor motor and the design behind it. I fixed my brake light, replaced my battery and made adjustments to the power steering hose. Engineering was no longer just a nerdy pursuit of children in robotics; It was a medium-sized solution. It could be the way to a career,
to do the things I love. I was inspired to learn more. Last summer, I trained at Boeing to continue exploring my interest in engineering. Although I spent long hours researching and working in a laboratory for inertia navigation of submarines, what I learned most about small things is small things. From how my mentor and I started working two hours earlier than
necessary to meet deadlines, I learned that engineering is a commitment of long hours. Based on the respect and humility that has manifested itself in our team, I learned the value of unity in the workplace. Like my own family at home, our unity and community commitment to work led to excellent results for everyone and closer contact within the group. What
fascinates me most about engineering is not just mathematics or engineering, but practical application. Technology allows me to repair my car... and facilitate navigation of shipping. Engineering is a way of life instead of staying hard, working to solve them and learn from them. Whether the challenge is navy defence or family financials, or even just a flat tire
on my bike before the second night shift, I solve these problems and always try to move on.  Success wins hard - willing yourself to do everything and everything to achieve the best for yourself and your family. With this scholarship, I will continue to focus on my studies in mathematics and engineering, rather than taking care of making money and sending it
back home. It's an investment in myself for my family. New York University School of Arts and Sciences$ 39,500 Scholarship AnaPrompt: Explain something that made a big difference throughout your life. If you can't live out of it, it's useless. My parents were talking about skating: my passion. Ⅰ. Skating at the age of 10 in Spain admiring how difficult and
grace it is to create beautiful programmes, but no one imagined that I would still be on the ice seven years and one country later. Even more incomprehensible was the idea that skating could become one of the most useful parts of my life. I was born in Mexico to two Spanish speakers; So Spanish was my first language. Then we moved to Spain when I was
six, before finally arriving in California on my 13th birthday. Every change brought with it countless challenges, but the hardest part of moving to America was learning English for me. Laminated index cards, color-coded and full of vocabulary, became part of my daily life. Because he loves conversation, it was very difficult to feel that my tongue had been cut
off. Only in an ice rink could I be myself; the feeling of a cold trough breeger embracing me, ice-touching blades, even the occasional ice burning my skin when I fell - these were a few of my constants. I didn't have to worry about I misjudged axel as an axal. Rather, all I had to do was slide and deliver the jump. Skating provided a nurturing environment that
made my other challenges valuable, always to a culture of good-natured bruising and hard work and perseverance. Knowing that every moment on the ice meant financial sacrifice for my family, I cherish every second I got. Often this meant waking up every morning at 4.m. to practice what I had learned in a few of my valuable coaching minutes. It meant
assisting with group lessons to earn extra skating time and taking my workout off the ice by joining my high school running teams. Even though I started making friends and losing my fear of speaking, the rink was my sanctuary. In the end, however, the only way to keep improving was to pay for more coaching that my family couldn't afford. So I started
teaching Spanish. I have had over 30 Spanish students aged between three and forty and cover many ethnic backgrounds. I currently work with 15 students every week, each with different needs and learning habits. Based on my own experiences as both a second language learner and figure skater, I prescribe personal, interactive exercises, joking to keep
my students' mindset positive, and never giving the right answers. When I started learning my axel jump, my coach told me I would have to drop at least 500 times (about a year of falls!) to land. Similarly, my students embrace every detail of the error until they begin to recognize new mistakes when they see them. I encourage them to broaden their horizons
and proudly prepare them for new interactions and opportunities. Although I agree that I do not Live out of the ice. Ice. the training and skills gained from it have opened countless doors. Skating has given me resiliousity, work ethic and inspiration to develop as a teacher and English speaker. It has improved my academic performance by teaching me rhythm,
health and routine. It also reminds me that passion does not have to generate money in order to have enormous value. Ceramics, for example, challenge me to try the messy and unexpected. Although painting reminds me to be adventurous and patient with my forms of self-expression. I do not yet know where I live from day to day as I mature; However, my
passions have provided me with lifelong and irreplaceable skills. A North Coast Foundation scholarship of $1,000 from Christine FungAs the child of immigrant parents, I learned to take responsibility for my family and myself at a very young age. Although my parents spoke English, they were constantly working to financially support my little brother and me.
At the same time, my grandparents barely knew English, so I became their translator for doctor visits and every interaction with English speaking people. Until now, I've still translated for them and I'm teaching my grandparents how to discuss English. The more I dealt with my family, the more I knew what I wanted to be in the future. When I was five, my
parents pushed me to value education because they were born in Vietnam and had limited education. Because of this disadvantage, I learned to take everything I do seriously and do everything I can to perform tasks such as becoming the founder of the school badminton club in the second year and the Red Cross club this year. Before these clubs were
created, I created a vision for these clubs so that I could better organise my responsibilities as a manager. The more I was involved, the more I learned as a leader and as a person. As a leader, I made the same behavior I made toward my younger cousins and siblings. My family members stressed the importance of being a good influence; When I modified
this behavior, I took advantage of this in my leadership roles. I learned to become a good role model by teaching my younger family members decent habits and guiding them in their academics so they can do well. At school, I guide my peers in organizing unified team templates and networking with a nonprofit organization for service events. In addition to my
values, I am very passionate about medicine. I've always wanted to be a pediatrician for 14, 14,000 to 000 years. My strong interest in the medical field allowed me to open my shells in certain situations - when I became sociable to hospital patients as a volunteer, when I became friendly and approachable to children in my work at the Kumon Math and
Reading Centre and when I expressed compassion and empathy in the badminton team. Badminton team. When I attended the 2017 Kaiser Summer Volunteer Program at Richmond Medical Center, I realized I didn't just want to be a pediatrician. This programme opened my eyes to numerous opportunities in different fields of medicine and in different
approaches to working in the pharmaceutical industry. While I may have a strong love for the medical field, my interest in business grew enormously when I soon realised that I didn't just have to take a practical approach in the medical field. Because of this interest, I also intend to become part of the management team of the care facility. In the future, I hope
to continue my dream of becoming a doctor by making an md and doubling down on my major in economics management. I plan to study at UC Davis as a major in biological sciences, where I look forward to very much participation in the student community. After graduation, I plan to develop a strong network relationship with Kaiser Permanente, as I started
in my internship last year. By developing a network with them, I hope to be able to work in one of their facilities one day. Based on my values, interests and my planned future, I'm applying for an NCS Foundation scholarship because not only does it help me financially, but it can motivate me academically to push myself. I hope to be able to use this
scholarship to apply for a study programme abroad, where I can learn about the burdens of other cultures while doing research there.  Fund for Education Abroad Rainbow Scholarship $7,500 by Steven FisherPrompt: The Fund for Education Abroad is committed to diversifying education abroad by providing funding to students who are typically
underrepresented in studying abroad. Describe how you and/or your study plans abroad could be considered underrepresented. Look at that, my uncle leaned over and tells me in my brother-in-law's living room wearing a dress. I had always had my doubts about him, he jokes disapprovingly and leans back into his chair, a plate of Southern-style Christmas
dinner in his hand. I was hurt. Why would my own uncle say it's so awful that my brother-in-law wears a dress? That it was the worst thing in the world if my brother-in-law was gay or feminine. I think she looks beautiful, my eldest brother Ethan calls. At that moment, I wish I could have hugged Ethan. Not because he defended my brother-in-office (who is not
actually gay, as my uncle suggested), but because Ethan was defending me. My uncle has no idea that I recognized earlier this year that heterosexuality wasn't enough for all my intimacy needs with other people, and that I've come to define myself as gay. It all started when I watched how my upbringing in Miami had taught me that boys should only connect
with others by having sex. Girls – that intimacy with other men or rueful girls is less meaningful. After releasing that block in my brain that told me I shouldn't look at men in a certain way, I could embrace the fact that I'm interested in men (and people in general) in many different, new ways. My growth as a person was exponential. I've reinserted so many
areas of my life where I didn't do the things I wanted because of social conditioning. In two months, my world expanded to include polyamo moral. I looked at my past relationships with my girlfriend and realized I wasn't jealous (angry, yes. But not jealous) when he cheated on me. I realized that people's needs - whether for sex, someone to talk to, someone
they can participate in intellectually - don't necessarily have to fill one person. It can be easier sometimes with one person, absolutely. But that's not the only way. As both polyamorious and gay, I feel that part of my family and much of my community supersedes me for being different because society has commanded. I want to change that. As I study for a full
year in Prague, I have the opportunity to attend the annual Mezipatra Film Festival in November, which presents around 100 high-end films on lesbian, bisexual, transsexual and gay themes. I feel really connected to going to this event because I want to be in an environment of like-minded people who tend to do the same thing I want to do: balance images
of people typically portrayed through cliché and stereotype. When I came to my sister-in-office, she told me that people who have really settled into their habits are more likely to be tolerant of different people after being in a relationship with these people. If my uncle learns to love me, to love one gay/poly person, he can learn to love them all. If I can set an
example for my family, I can set an example for my classmates. If I get the chance to travel abroad, I can set an example to the world. Not just through my relationships, but through my art. Give me a camera and a screen and I'll carry the message of tolerance from prague's Mezipatra audience into my parents' living room. Fade away: Two thick-bearded men
kiss – maybe for once they don't have colorful flamboyant clothes. Fade away: A woman leaves her house to go to her male best friend's house and her husband honestly tells her to enjoy. Fade: A college student who wants to study abroad tells the truth about his conservative parents... Questbridge Finalist essay earns $3,000 application for exemptions
plus $3,000 in local scholarships from Jordan SanchezPrompt: Some students have background, identity, interest or talent, is so relevant that they believe their application would be incomplete without it. If this sounds like you, you, Please tell me your story. Remember the most beloved memory of your father figure. For some, it can be when she taught you
how to ride a bike, for others it can be memories of taking you out for pizza, when mom said the family needs to eat healthily, for others it's the ability to confide in someone who doesn't judge or stop loving you because of the mistakes you've made. When a child is born, he or she is issued with a birth certificate, which gives, for example, a name, date and
place of birth, but most importantly it gives the names of the child's parents. My birth certificate has the name of my beloved mother Lurvin, but just above her name is the empty space where my father's name should be. As a child, I would often compare my life to my peers; I often go through all these hypothetical scenarios in my mind thinking: If my father
was around, I could be like all the other boys. Over the years, I always had optimism that one day I would meet him and he would say to me, I love you, and I will never leave you again. But when the time came and I met him in January 2014, I learned that a man can abandon his only son not once, but twice. My father left when I was one, and he's about to
turn 17. I counted and found that for about 5,900 days he's been neglecting me. He could sleep 5,900 nights without knowing if I was dead or alive. Even though he's been gone 5,900 days, my life wasn't trapped. During those 5,900 days, I learned to walk, to talk, and I became a strong young man without my Y chromosome provider because he's nothing
else to me. In the past, I believed that my father needed to rise, but instead I found that false hope was an unnecessary accessory, and now I refuse to give the fact that I am fatherless in defining the limits of the great things I can achieve. They say boys learn to be a man from their isil, that they learn what it means to be a man with values who can stand up
for what's right. But I've found out that guts can come from anywhere. When I was in junior high, I was overweight and a lot of other boys called me names, and even after I went into administration several times, nothing changed and for several years I kept myself at bay because if I had done something in return I wouldn't be any better than those guys who
bullied me. I used to have the impression that someone else would come to my rescue, that someone else would give me mental strength to fight the difficulties sent in my direction. But as time went on, I got tired of waiting for help that would never come, so I had to become my own hero. Since that decision, I have been exempted from the labels that
previously restricted me and I took back control of my own life. My ability to be motivated has helped me. To become a leader in many of my leisure activities. I was one of 4 male students in my school district elected by the American Legion as a representative to participate in the Boy's State program, and I am also captain of my group in the leadership
program of a young senator led by California Senator Tony Mendoza. I also developed skills on the wrestling mat.  Once I wrestled with someone who was the ninth best wrestler in the state, and even though I didn't win, there wasn't a second that I was afraid to fail because I knew I'd given it my all. Similarly, I've gone to the same trouble to succeed. My
father's name isn't on my birth certificate, but it's my birth certificate. My origins are not the brightest, but I was given a life that is mine to live and because Life is made of two dates and lines... Mine must ... Make most of the dashboard. I'm not going to live forever, but if I left this world today, I'd be happy with the person I see in the mirror. I know how hard it is
for Latinos today to imagine helping other young Latinos achieve their dreams. I believe that the most valuable thing in this world is opportunity, because sometimes someone's success just requires an opportunity to do so. I would therefore like to be part of the opportunity that can contribute to the growth of future success. Change the Life Foundation
scholarship essay examples Isabella Mendez-Figueroa Prompt: Explain the personal hardships you've experienced or catastrophic life events. How did you manage to overcome this obstacle? What did you learn and how did you get out of it? This response is critical to your application because the Change a Life Foundation's vision is to help individuals who



have persevered and overcome adversation/catastrophic life events. Filling out this application and my college applications have forced me to face the realities I have grown up in. When I look back and describe my life, I see all the ways in which I am disadvantaged by my socio-economic status. But I think it's important to note that I wasn't fully aware of any
of it as an adult. I knew my parents couldn't buy me everything, but I also knew they hardly ever said no. As I've grown up, I've learned to fight my own monsters, but now I'm also fighting those who scare my parents, monsters in a world where they weren't born. Monsters of doubt and inequality trying to keep them stuck in a cycle of poverty; flourish in a world
that throws them alongside them, and in a society that, with its current political climate, does not warmly welcome them. Babysitter, housekeeper, driver, my father took over 10 years a night. economic stability and become a resource for their workplace. He has been one of the millions of people laid off in the last couple of decades who have had to start over
several times. But every time he's rebuilt himself with resilise. I've grown up living in Ward 8 apartments because my parents often found themselves living on pay to pay wages, not by choice, but by circumstance. They have suffered from the bankruptcy of credit card debt, never owned a home or had access to resources to help them save. Every time we've
fallen, another change strikes. I currently live in Manchester Square, a ghost town, as a by-product of the expansion project at Los Angeles Airport. The 16 steps I've always known will soon be dismantled. My neighbors are empty lots behind the fence. Homeless tent, under the roar of planes. My home is about to become accommodation at the airport, soon
to be non-existent. Knowing that my family has moved in when I apply to college, I feel a little guilty because I don't have the resources, I'm afraid it's going to be an obstacle to my transition to college. My parents' financials are no secret, I know their struggles when I hear from them day in and day out. My parents are now dealing with the burden of moving
because they no longer have subsidised housing, and once again they were struck by yet another need to move and reassemble. Moving a family called 5 to an area affected by the gentrification and demolition of stadiums is not a simple task, as rental prices are as high as mortgages. It's weird that they don't want me to stress or it's going to be my problem,
but I know it is, and I want to do everything I can to help. My big sister is the first in my family to go to college. I was always shyer. He has taught me in his efforts that your only limits are the ones you set for yourself. By my sister's example, I've been following in footsteps that I'm not going to let money turn into a reason why I can't or won't do something. If
my sister can do it, I can do it. I can see that the leadership feature is genetic and runs throughout my family. I testify that my parents are leaders every day when they deal with cultural barriers in a country that was not the one in which they were born, speak a language that is not their own, and raise children to succeed in the higher education system; They
never had the privilege of being involved. My family and I are one. We are putting together our efforts and obstacles to further our successes as a whole. When I think of my family's story, I'm amazed that my grandfather came to the U.S. in the middle of World War II, bracero, leaving his family to help feed millions of Americans during the war. My grandfather,
a man of fields, paved the way so I could probabilities with my wealth. At home, the role of teacher often changes in my family. I'm responsible for translating the translator. translations. to my parents and explain procedures and concepts when I myself learn them. It's been my responsibility to help my little sister, who has a mild stroke case. Because of his
already existing condition, he's slow to learn. I've devoted a lot of time in the last year, helping him move from elementary school to middle school and helping him adapt to such drastic change. Sometimes I only sleep for 4 hours when I wake up and rush out the door so it's on time for 6:00 a.m. to be tutored. It has been difficult to deal with school and home
responsibilities, but I have managed to maintain a high academic achievement by managing my time correctly and being persistent. If I really want something, I have to go after it and get it done. Sometimes fatigue isn't an option.Millennium Gates last dollar scholarship and $3,500 Famyrah Lafortune Prompt outside scholarship in essay example: Education is
the most effective weapon you can use to change the world. - Nelson Mandela. Describe the change you'd like to make in the world. Tell us how you plan to make a change and what obstacles you might face along the way. * (Up to 400 words)Nothing is more important to me than ending racial inequality and discrimination in America because I don't want my
younger siblings to face the discrimination that black people still face in our current society. After winning our fight for freedom and provoking passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, why do black teenagers face higher poverty rates than whites and are still four times more likely to be imprisoned? It's been so long. You really have to get over it, my white peers
say, referring to racial inequality. But then why, 7. In class, after winning the Spelling Bee at the Academy of Nazareth, my caucasian classmate told me with a heavy dose of surprise: You know... When I first saw you, I didn't think you'd be smart? I hope to promote an end to racial discrimination by leveraging our current #It social media campaign.
#It'sNotOver seeks to resist the widespread misconception that because racial inequality is legally prohibited, actual racial inequality still does not persist in our society. Our recent presidential election may have brought life to a divided America, but it also revealed how influential social media is. By raising awareness of the ubiquitous racial disequality, I may
be encouraging a new wave of change in our country, such as the current Time's Up movement. In addition, if I get the influence of celebrities in my #It'sNotOver campaign, such as Time's Up, I might similarly attract the attention of millions of people and inspire action against this issue around the world. I know that social can only do so much to solve these
issues, since not everyone can afford the luxury of getting an Internet connection. I hope, however, that my campaign can inspire all those who have the opportunity to take up this issue to be a change, because we are inspired by the fact that we are united globally on this issue. While I expect negativity and criticism from people who either do not believe in
the existence of this issue or do not believe in our cause, I am prepared to face it if it means that our society as a whole can irrevocably grow to accept each other's differences. Prompt: It is very important to know who you are. To make decisions. Show me who you are. Malala Yousafzai. Tell me three things that matter to you. How did you get on this list?
Are these things important to you in 10 years? Why? * (Up to 400 words)Three things that matter to me are my family, success and leaving a legacy. Because of my past, I keep these three crucial things in mind every day to help myself succeed. Most of all, my family is the most important thing in my life. The importance of family may be different for
everyone, but for me my family is life. I almost died in the earthquake in Haiti in 2010 because Jacmel was one of the worst affected areas if it hadn't been for my grandmother and mother. Later, without my father, my mother couldn't have come to America to give me a better life. If it wasn't for my family, I wouldn't be here. I am eternally grateful for their
sacrifices and am so grateful to have their eternal love and support. Success is also very important to me. I hope to achieve many things in my life, but most importantly, I would like to make my family proud so that they know that all their sacrifices were worth it. Success for me is a career that I love and that allows me to help my family members financially. I
hope that I will no longer experience difficulties such as homelessness, poverty and economic hardship, as I had in my young life. Ultimately, however, I would like to grow into someone who is loved and remembered by people who are not members of my immediate family and friends. I don't want to be praised, but I want to be more than non-existent in this
great, vast world. I hope that if I can inspire the change I want to make, I can leave a legacy that affects and shapes the landscape that follows me. Once I've come to realize that if I died today, nothing would change, except for those close to me, I find myself reluctant to be just another Jane Doe. I want to leave behind some of myself, whether it's a building
or a popular hashtag that's relevant and permanent when I die. Exhortation: Maintaining one's own culture does not require contempt or disrespect for other cultures. - Cesar Chavez. What it means to you to be a part of A minority community? What challenges has it brought and how have you overcome them? What are the benefits? * (Up to 400
words)Belonging to a minority is very contradictory to me because I feel both influential as part of the minority Haitian community and disconnected from my non-immigrant colleagues. From a background of poverty in Haiti, I knew that from a very young age I had to be a good student to succeed. This work ethic - found throughout my Haitian community - has
been very useful in my life as we all came here to pave the way for a better future for ourselves. When my mother worked two jobs, went to college and was temporarily homeless just to secure me a better future, I feel part of such a tireless community. And it is precisely because of this strong work ethic, which is a key part of my community's core values,
that I am now a salutatory of a class of 679 students. Being so young when I came to the U.S., I didn't know how American society worked, especially elementary school. I was the only immigrant in 40, barely speaking English, and I had no friends because of these restrictions. Every day of the first few years, I felt an almost physical gap between my peers
and myself. I've never experienced a sense of belonging, despite my best efforts. Even as a dual minority as a woman and as a black person, I tried to give up my language and culture for the benefit of the American language and values to make it better suited to the crowd. In doing so, however, I almost completely lost my cultural identity, both as a Haitian
and as an immigrant, as well as my language. In the hallways of my first high school, International Studies Charter High School, I realized how immensely I had lost. By the time my peers maintained their cultural identity and language, I had almost lost mine. There, I learned to embrace a part of myself that was practically buried inside me because I was
encouraged to be more open: to speak Creole with my Haitian math teacher and peers. As a parent, I now help Haitian ESOL students with their homework every week. I am both a teacher and a student in that small class when I help them with their homework, and in return they help me refine my use of Creole. They are my daily reminder of what unites us
as Haitians - our ability to win in the face of adversity. The secret to our success is that we never give up. - Wilma Mankiller. Tell me about a time when you failed somewhere. What were the circumstances? How do you react to failure? What have you learned? * (Up to 400 words)I've been dancing ballet since I was 7 years old. But even after almost eight
years, I could barely stretch my legs as high as my peers, and I couldn't make as many pirouettes as they did. My flexibility was incredibly subpar and I easily wore my Pointe shoes, which made unbearable unbearable Months. When the average lifespan of my peers' tip shoes was extended to months, mine barely lasted ten classes. I was a class weakness
at Ballet Etudes, and I was too absorbed in my insecurities to do anything to heal myself to become the dancer I wanted to be. After a humiliating performance in which my pointe shoelaces were undyed in the middle of our group show, I almost gave up dancing. I was doing Changement de Pieds (Foot change jumping step) when I glanced in horror to see
my beautiful ribbons tied when I forgot to tape them with a clear ribbon, as I usually did before my shows. To my right, I could see that my ballet teacher backstage had also taken note and rushed me off stage, his hands calling me furiously. After I reprimanded me for not tying my tapes properly, I didn't get to finish my part. Later, I barely got back on stage
that night for our last show because I didn't want to let myself and my team down again. But since I moved to Port Saint Lucie in the summer before my second year, I was able to join the ballet and point to a South Florida dance company. South Florida Dance Company was my saving grace, a place where I was able to relaunch my experience of dance and
renew the joy I once felt in my art. It was an amazing feeling when I regained my confidence and back in my abilities, as a result of the extra help I received from my dance teacher Amanda. At the moment, I always remind myself to be the best I can be and positively use my dance role models, such as Misty Copeland, as encouragement to be a better
dancer. From this experience, I learned that in order to overcome personal failures, I had to move ahead and think positively, because change does not happen when you sit still. National Association of University Women Scholarship Essay Examples by Isabella Mendez-FigueroaPrompt: Explain how your experience of volunteering and participating in a
community service has shaped your perspective on humanity. Tell us more about how these experiences have affected your future goals and career choice. I didn't really understand my community until I was forced to see it from the outside; It's like you see a picture of yourself that someone else took that you weren't aware of. It took me a 3,000-mile flight to
get a different perspective on the world, my world. When I landed in Maine, it was nothing more than a place I called home. There was no traffic, there were a lot of trees and nowhere really did spanish be heard. What I missed most for my people, my home and my community was when I saw the ways in which other communities foster creativity, advocacy
and community involvement. I talked about my community whenever I got the chance, wrote a public backlash against Donald Trump and read to the group. Parents show them my unique struggle. The election of Donald Trump has forced me to get used to the harsh realities of this world. His respect for women, minority groups and factual evidence is
alarming. This presidency makes me disprove all his perceptions of people like me, the poor, immigrants, women. I left people in awe, leaving me empowered. People came to me to explain that they can relate to my poem because they don't fit in, they're Mexican-American, and they don't feel like you can consider yourself Americans or Mexicans because
you're both. I stressed that I, like many others, I am in between and we have the same platform that anyone else is doing to succeed. I explained that many of us are putting pressure on the first generation of immigrants to prove that we are proof that our parents are sacrificing themselves to restart in a new country. I was a prominent representation of a first-
generation immigrant child who expanded into a new environment despite where I had come from and shocked everyone with my well-being. If I were the only visible representative, I would use my voice to echo the feelings of my entire community and make it known that we are all here - all our struggles, efforts and passions, are not out of places where we
are not seen. Fame helped me fork out in my own community now as a student ambassador. From this experience, I have learned that I can represent my high school and have a responsibility to assist staff in events for prospecting students and to arrange presentations for parents. I spend a lot of time interpreting parents at meetings and explaining ongoing
events and new educational opportunities that students should take advantage of. I have had the privilege of working alongside office staff and the principal, where I get to devote my time positively to parents with general questions about future events in schools. By dedicating my time as a student ambassador, I have given myself the opportunity to succeed
in communicating with others and improving my customer service skills. I want my education to change the negative stigma surrounding my community by showing that it is possible to expand your access to the world and let you leave at your choice by receiving post-secondary education. I have grown up in an area with limited resources that promotes
limited thinking. My neighborhood has 4 elementary schools, 2 high schools and a strip club feet away from the library. What message does it send to the kids? In my community, it's normal to have pregnant classmates in high school. People are unaware of the outside world, they are never encouraged to leave. Through my experience as a volunteer who
communicates a lot with parents, I have that the American dream does not belong to first-generation students like me. I've discovered that our achievements are piling into the sacrifices of our parents. I used to think that growing up was like passing a baton where you're the next runner and it's your turn to run your best race, but now I see that this is a team
effort as you broaden your horizons, your family also gets to experience the benefits. I want to show my community that there could be a woman, a bilingual, a Latino doctor. I'd like you to meet a zip code that doesn't solve success. One of the most common questions I get at these parents' meetings is what is a better university or university? This question
didn't make sense at first, then I realized that the parents wanted to know the difference between college and four years. Concepts such as financial aid, grants, loans are all foreign concepts because most of our parents never went to university. They want to help, but they don't know where to start. As a student ambassador, I helped close the gap. We often
held meetings explaining to parents in our community what resources were there and the difference between different options for each student. As an Animo student, I have learned that as a student and daughter I can offer help to my own community through the information I have acquired. I am the communication needed in my community that is essential
to new successes by using my personal knowledge and experience to help help and educate others in similar situations. Prompt: Discuss in your essay all the challenges or obstacles you've dealt with and overcome in your life and how this will help you succeed in college and beyond. Describe how volunteering, community service, or extra-curriage activities
have shaped who you are today and what it has taught you. May also includes future training plans and career goals. [250-500 words] I have faced an emotional barrier that makes it difficult to manage school work, extra-school activities and family responsibilities. I have had to endure being raped by a peer in my second year, which has led to severe
depression. I'm not allowed to be alone for a long time anymore because I've tried to commit suicide twice, but I don't see them as real attempt to end my life. I just wanted someone to know how I felt and how much help I needed. My past has only made me more resilient because I choose to prove to myself and those around me that I am more than the
obstacles I face – but overcome. It took a 3,000-mile flight to get a different perspective on my world. The reputational descent wasn't like home. There was no traffic, a lot of trees, and nowhere did you hear Spanish. I was a 10th grader when I found myself in Coastal Studies for Girls. science and management school; I'd be there all semester. I was
surrounded by strangers who looked different, sounded different and were able to recede the details of the tidal pool in a casual conversation. I was a visible representation of the first generation child of immigrants, which expanded into a new environment. An environment where I wanted to disprove any notion of people like me, the poor, immigrants, a
brown woman. I used my voice to repeat my community and make it known that we are here – not all our struggles, efforts and passions are out of places where we are not seen. When I returned home, I had the privilege of working alongside school administrators as a student ambassador. I was able to devote my time positively to parents who have general
questions about school and who help translate information. I've learned that the American dream not only belongs to first-generation students like me, but I now see that it's a team effort as you expand, your family also gets to experience the benefits. One of the most common questions at parents' meetings is what is a better university or university? I didn't
think this question made sense, then I realized that parents want to know the difference between community college and four years. Concepts such as financial aid, grants, loans are all foreign concepts because most of our parents never went to university. As a student ambassador, I help close the gap. We often hold meetings explaining the resources
available and the different options for each student. I have learned that as a student I can offer help to my own community through my knowledge. I am the communication needed for new successes, using my personal knowledge and experience to help elevate and educate others in similar situations. My goal is not just to go to college, but to succeed and
come back ready to help students like me who have to fight for their place in the lecture hall. Fund for Education Abroad Rainbow Scholarship $7,500 by Steven FisherPrompt: A rainbow scholarship is awarded to a distinguished LGBTQ student seeking to attend quality, rigorous education abroad. If you want to be considered, explain why you'd be a strong
candidate for the Rainbow Scholarship. What can this scholarship do you achieve for yourself and your LGBTQ community? My goal in life is to make films that change the way society sees groups of people typically defined by stereotyping and cliché. By immersing myself in Prague culture through the American Institute of Foreign Study program of the year,
I get cinematic and philosophical tools to create movies that help others better understand the LGBTQ community. I've been making movies ever since. I was old enough to hold the camera, but now I'd like to take it a step further. When I was abroad. Academy of Performing Arts Film and TV School (FAMU) in Prague. The Hollywood Reporter puts FAMU at
the top of the list of europe's best film schools. I put it at the top of the list of possible graduate schools because it was the centre of the Czech filmmaker's Communist regime in the 1960s. I want to do the same today. I ask: What can czechoslovakia's new wave filmmakers and their struggles for social equality teach me about making movies that help free
LGBTQ members in my own community? I find my answer here:An international film festival in Prague in November called Mezipatra shows around 100 high-end films on lesbian, bisexual, transsexual and gay themes. What better place for a Gay film obsessed with a Czech New Wave movie to meet people to learn and collaborate with? I would also like to
volunteer for a photography project at Lobkowicz Palace and Nelahozeves Castle, 15 kilometres from Prague, where I will find one of the world's largest private libraries of works of art, artifacts and over 65 000 works. I hope to be able to hone my skills with a camera and take a closer look at Prague's history. I wear Canon t2i like a glove. And finally, I hope
to have a better understanding of Czech culture in the field of filmmaking by studying at Charles University and taking lessons such as Central European Cinema: The Search for Identity and Hollywood and Europe. I'll get more in touch with the film's performance and character elements by taking a theatrical course in Prague Theater Scene: Performance
Analysis. Finally, I learned better to listen to what my community in Prague has to say (literally and figuratively) by attending Czech language courses in a two-week intensive course that includes two language-focused events where students are connected to the local area. By travelling abroad in Prague, I surrender to a new perspective and open up to
influence. I want to use my experience to create films that convince others to do the same - as a representative of the LGBTQ community, I want to send a message of acceptance and tolerance to the world from the screens of Mezipatra in Prague to the TVs of my conservative parents.$1,000 Amani Davis Local School District Scholarship. Last February, I
attended the Divas in Defense workshop. In this class, our group met a woman who survived domestic violence. She was also close to being a victim of sex trafficking. From this I learned that intimate partner violence is the main cause of women's homicides and injury-related deaths during pregnancy. Although it is not a common hot topic, many people go
through it every day. These They're not just women, they're men and children. That is why domestic violence is an issue that is not discussed, but which is very important. One in four women will be victims of serious violence by a close partner during their lifetime. This means that mothers, sisters, grandmothers or even daughters can be victims of domestic
violence. We must be willing to start a debate because many victims are afraid. Every day more and more people talk about their own stories. Celebrities such as Bill Clinton, Rihanna and Halle Berry have spoken about their personal accounts with domestic violence. Through these views, people see domestic violence as a bigger issue and something that
needs to be opened up about. All in all, domestic violence is all around us. In addition, abuse can harm people physically, mentally and financially. Physical abuse leads to injuries that cost money to repair. Many remain or return to a violent relationship because they do not have the financial resources to live alone. Children growing up around domestic
violence are also 15 times more likely to be physically and/or sexually abused than the national average. In short, abuse can have different effects on the people involved. The assumption is that domestic violence is often kept quiet in minority communities. As a whole, we must be proactive and reactive in order to combat the current problem with abuses.
However, we must be the change we want to see. Ultimately, domestic violence is not something that can be completely eliminated, but we can make a real difference through education and prevention. Some issues need to be addressed at home before we see a big turnaround. Want more amazing essay examples? 12 college essay examples that serve as
personalized opinion examples for successful college applications Best general application essay examples17 UC essay examples (AKA Personal insight questions)How to write a college essay in stages: Final Guide Guide
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